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Abstract The increasing resolution of tract-tracing studies
has led to the definition of segments along the transverse axis
of the hippocampal pyramidal cell layer, which may represent
functionally defined elements. This review will summarize
evidence for a morphological and functional differentiation
of pyramidal cells along the radial (deep to superficial) axis of
the cell layer. In many species, deep and superficial sublayers
can be identified histologically throughout large parts of the
septotemporal extent of the hippocampus. Neurons in these
sublayers are generated during different periods of develop-
ment. During development, deep and superficial cells express
genes (Sox5, SatB2) that also specify the phenotypes of
superficial and deep cells in the neocortex. Deep and super-
ficial cells differ neurochemically (e.g. calbindin and zinc)
and in their adult gene expression patterns. These markers
also distinguish sublayers in the septal hippocampus, where
they are not readily apparent histologically in rat or mouse.
Deep and superficial pyramidal cells differ in septal, striatal,
and neocortical efferent connections. Distributions of deep
and superficial pyramidal cell dendrites and studies in reeler
or sparsely GFP-expressing mice indicate that this also
applies to afferent pathways. Histological, neurochemical,
and connective differences between deep and superficial
neurons may correlate with (patho-) physiological phenomena
specific to pyramidal cells at different radial locations. We feel
that an appreciation of radial subdivisions in the pyramidal
cell layer reminiscent of lamination in other cortical areas may
be critical in the interpretation of studies of hippocampal
anatomy and function.
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Introduction
Traditionally the hippocampal pyramidal cell layer is
divided into a number of subfields along its transverse
extent from its proximal end close to the area dentata to its
distal limit adjacent to the subiculum. On the basis of the
absence or presence of the layer harboring the mossy fibers,
the earliest subdivision recognized two fields, regio supe-
rior and regio inferior (Ramo´n y Cajal 1893). Later Golgi-
studies refined this division, resulting in the recognition of
several subfields and adoption of the CA1a-c–CA2–CA3a-
c nomenclature (Lorente de No´ 1934). The topographical
organization of projections from CA3 to CA1 (Ishizuka
et al. 1990), from CA1 to the subiculum (Tamamaki and
Nojyo 1991; Tamamaki et al. 1987; Amaral et al. 1991)
and, finally, from CA1 and the subiculum to extrahippo-
campal sites (Witter et al. 1990; Namura et al. 1994;
Tamamaki and Nojyo 1995; Risold and Swanson 1996;
Blatt and Rosene 1998) have given credence to the
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existence of functionally different subfields although they
may not strictly correspond to the a-c subfields recognized
in earlier Golgi studies. It appears that ‘‘… information
processing from one field to the next in the hippocampal
formation follows channels formed by subsets of neurons
in different proximodistal portions of each field’’ (Amaral
1993). Connectional evidence for a distinction of infor-
mation channels has been elaborated upon by gene
expression studies of hippocampal pyramidal cells. Distinct
gene expression patterns can be found along the septo-
temporal axis of the hippocampal fields (Thompson et al.
2008; Fanselow and Dong 2010; Dong et al. 2009) and, at a
particular septotemporal level, in different segments of the
CA3 pyramidal cell (Thompson et al. 2008). Thus, the
concept of a functional and morphological division along
the transverse axis (or in the tangential plane), which we
know so well from the neocortex, seems to also apply to
the fields of the archicortical hippocampus.
A second concept of neocortical organization—that of a
radial subdivision in cell layers tiered from the white
matter at depth to the pia—is not recognized in the hip-
pocampus. While layers harboring polymorphic (inter-)
neurons are sometimes understood as separate cell layers,
the bulk of the cells, hippocampal pyramidal cells, are
largely thought of as a homogeneous population, which
forms one lamina, the pyramidal cell layer, which is not
further divided along its radial axis. Based on a brief
review of the histology, development, neurochemistry, and
connectivity of the pyramidal cell layer, with some
emphasis on CA1, we will discuss (1) if this view is still
tenable, (2) which subdivision may be suggested, and (3)
what implications such a subdivision may have for our
understanding of hippocampal function.
Nomenclature
We follow Ishizuka et al. (1990) and use the terms proxi-
mal (nearer the dentate gyrus) and distal (further away
from the dentate gyrus) to designate positions along the
transverse axis of the CA1 and CA3. The terms septal
(closer, by way of the fimbria, to the septum) and temporal
(further away from the septum) are used to designate
positions along the longitudinal axis of the hippocampus.
This nomenclature is independent of differences in position
that accompany phylogenetic changes in the size and shape
of the adjacent cortical areas. Molecular and connectional
criteria have replaced the original definition of CA2 based
on Golgi stains (Lein et al. 2005). With one exception (see
Neurochemistry), we did not find evidence that would
distinguish this field from CA1 as far as lamination is
concerned, and it is here treated as the part of CA1. For the
sake of simplicity, we use ‘‘CA1’’ throughout instead of the
more correct ‘‘CA1/2’’. Terms and definitions are illus-
trated in Fig. 1.
Histology
Cortical layers can be defined on the basis of the types of
cells that are found in a particular layer and/or the spatial
distribution and density of the types within a layer. For
both of these criteria early descriptions suggest subdivi-
sions of the CA1 pyramidal cell layer. Looking at cell
types, Schaffer (1892) understood the pyramidal cell layer
Fig. 1 Illustration of the nomenclature used in this review. The top
left inset shows the hippocampus of one hemisphere from which non-
hippocampal tissue had been removed and illustrates the terms
‘‘septal’’ and ‘‘temporal’’. The approximately mid-septotemporal
location of the main image of a horizontal section is indicated in
the top left inset by a line. The main image illustrates the terms
‘‘proximal’’ and ‘‘distal’’. The proximal border of CA1 (more
correctly CA1/2) towards CA3 and between distal CA1 and the
subiculum is marked by arrowheads. The top right inset shows the
pyramidal cells marked in the main image and illustrates the use of
the terms ‘‘superficial’’ and ‘‘deep’’. Scalebar 100 lm
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as the merger of two layers that also characterize the
adjacent subiculum: a deep layer containing large pyra-
midal cells and superficial layer composed of small pyra-
midal cells. Lorente de No´ (1934) instead focused on
spatial distribution: ‘‘…. There are two types of pyramids,
superficial and deep ones. The superficial are arranged in
one or two very dense rows. The deep pyramids are
grouped into several less dense rows below …. It is
important to distinguish both types of pyramids for two
reasons. One is that the deep pyramids are less numerous in
lower mammals (mouse, rabbit, dog, cat) than in primates
(monkey, man).’’ His second reason, pertaining to con-
nections between pyramidal cells and basket cells, will be
discussed in the section on afferent connections.
Phylogenetic differences in the distribution of pyramidal
cells were also recognized by Stephan (1975) in his
extensive review of the allocortex. Based on the increasing
number of deep pyramidal cells in species which may
represent stages of primate evolution from insectivores to
humans and the concomitant dissolution of the compact,
superficial cell rows, Stephan suggested a progressive
‘‘invasion’’ of the stratum oriens by pyramidal cells, which,
in a hypothetical ancestor, were located in a compact cell
layer. This appealing phylogenetic interpretation of CA1
cytoarchitecture in primates (e.g. human, Fig. 2a; marmoset
monkey, Fig. 2b) has somewhat distracted attention from
the fact that a substantial portion of stratum oriens is
occupied by pyramidal cells in species as taxonomically
diverse as duck-billed platypus (Ornithorhynchus anatinus,
Rose 1926), the small Australian marsupial Parma wallaby
(Macropus parma, Fig. 2f) and common brush-tailed pos-
sum (Trichosurus vulpecula, Fig. 2g), the Guaira spiny rat
(Proechimys guaira, Scorza et al. 2011), pig (Sus scrofa,
Schaffer 1892; Holm and Geneser 1991), dog (Canis lupus
familiaris, Rose 1926; Hof et al. 1996), fox (Vulpes vulpes,
Fig. 2h), and bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus, Jacobs
et al. 1979). In these species, spanning all mammalian
subclasses and representatives in major orders, the ‘‘inva-
sion’’ of stratum oriens is not accompanied by a dissolution
of the denser, superficial rows of CA1 pyramidal cells.
A cytoarchitectural presentation of CA1 similar to that
seen in primates can be found in microchiropteran bats. While
some condensation of superficial pyramidal cells is still vis-
ible in the large-eared slit-faced bat (Nycteris macrotis,
Fig. 2c) a fairly homogeneous distribution of cells can be
seen in the little free-tailed bat (Chaerephon pumilus,
Fig. 2d). While many similar examples can be found among
microchiropteran bats (I. Amrein, unpublished observations),
CA1 is split into two fairly compact layers in the Burmese
whiskered bat (Myotis montivagus, Baron et al. 1996)
resembling the appearance to CA1 in reeler mice (see below,
Development). A bilaminar CA1 is also seen in the common
mole rat (Cryptomys hottentotus, Fig. 2i), a member of the
mole rat family (Bathyergidae). In contrast to microchiropt-
eran bats, a rather wide but otherwise inconspicuous CA1 is
found in some megachiropteran fruit bats (Epomorphus wa-
hlbergi: Fig. 2e, Rousettus amplexicaudatus: Baron et al.
1996, Pteropus scapulatus: Buhl and Dann 1991).
Cytoarchitectural differences between the mentioned
species can be understood as an ‘‘invasion’’ of stratum
oriens in which either only deep pyramidal cells or both
deep and superficial pyramidal cells participate. Deep and
superficial pyramids seem, to some degree, to be indepen-
dent in their participation in this process. It is also note-
worthy that two sublayers, which differ in the cell sizes and
packing density, can still be identified in the human CA1
(Fig. 2a, Braak 1974) although it may require unusually
thick sections to ascertain small differences in cell densities.
Braak (1974) applied the terms ‘‘stratum superficiale’’ and
‘‘stratum profundum’’ to these sublayers, which also have
been rendered visible in diffusion tensor images of the
human hippocampus (Shepherd et al. 2007). A laminar
division is more clearly visible in the part of the monkey
pyramidal cell layer identified as CA2 by Rosene and van
Hoesen (1987). Also, in one case (11/16) reported by Slo-
viter et al. (2004), an astounding subdivision of the human
CA1 pyramidal cell layer into two tiers was observed.
Can two sublayers be identified in all species and, in
particular, are they present in mouse and rat? CA1 pyra-
midal cells form a compact layer without an apparent
subdivision throughout much of the septotemporal extent
of the eastern rock elephant shrew (Elephantulus myurus,
Fig. 2j), chinchilla (Chinchilla laniger, Fig. 2k), guinea pig
(Cavia porcellus), and rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus)
hippocampus (Geneser-Jensen et al. 1974; Geneser 1987).
A similar appearance is seen in approximately the septal
one-third of the rat (Fig. 2l) and mouse hippocampus
(Fig. 2o). The division into deep and superficial layers that
becomes apparent further temporally can, however, be
identified in fortuitous sections (Fig. 2m) and, more regu-
larly, in the distal part of the septal CA1. Further tempo-
rally, an easily visible sublayer of loosely arranged
pyramidal cells becomes first apparent distally. Two his-
tologically distinct sublayers are visible along the proximo-
distal extent of CA1 (except for a very narrow sector at the
proximal limit) throughout most of the temporal two-thirds
of the hippocampus of the rat and mouse (Fig. 2n, p). A
distinction of two sublayers in CA1 as a characteristic of
some parts of the mouse hippocampus was recognized by
Rose (1926), and a division of the layer was also mentioned
by Ramo´n y Cajal (1893). In the rat, the division appears
sufficiently striking in Nissl-stained preparations to be
illustrated throughout the septotemporal extent of CA1 in
the atlas of Swanson (1992), but not in the widely used
atlas of Paxinos and Watson (1986). Also, a radial division
of the layer was not mentioned in the germinal works of
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Fig. 2 Nissl-stained CA1 pyramidal cell layer. Unless noted other-
wise, images were taken at mid-proximodistal and mid-septotemporal
locations. a Human, slight differences between superficial and deep
CA1 can be seen in both cell density and staining characteristics of
the pyramidal cells, b Marmoset monkey, c large-eared slit-faced bat,
d little free-tailed bat, e Wahlberg’s epauletted fruit bat, f Parma
wallaby, g common brush-tailed possum, h fox, i common mole rat,
j eastern rock elephant shrew, k long-tailed chinchilla, l–n Wistar rat,
l septal, m septal extreme and n temporal CA1, o–p C57BL/6 mouse,
o septal and p temporal CA1. Scalebars a–l 50 lm, m–p 25 lm
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Krieg (1946) and Blackstad (1956), which may in part
explain the lack of attention to its possible existence.
Development
Neurogenesis of hippocampal pyramidal cells occurs
mainly during gestational days 17–19 in rats (Schlessinger
et al. 1978; Bayer 1980) and days 14–16 in mice (Angevine
1965; Caviness 1973; Stanfield and Cowan 1979a; Smart
1982). CA1 pyramidal cells that originate at particular
times during these periods are found at specific radial
locations in the cell layer of the adult animal, following the
‘‘inside-out’’ pattern typical for other cortical areas. Neu-
rons formed early are found at depth in the cell layer. Cells
generated later form the dense superficial band of pyra-
mids. The situation is somewhat more complex in CA3 due
to the extended route of migration of pyramidal cells from
their ventricular germinative zone to the developing
extraventricular part of CA3 (Altman and Bayer 1990). A
proximal (early) to distal (late) pattern of CA3 pyramidal
cell generation is superimposed on the ‘‘inside-out’’ pattern
(Angevine 1965; Bayer 1980; Smart 1982).
CA1
Morphological differences between cells at different radial
locations in the pyramidal cell layer and the maintenance
of spatial relations according to neuronal birthdays may
still be accommodated within the idea that the pyramidal
cells are a radially homogeneous population of neurons.
However, a migration defect in reeler mice does not result
in a simple ‘‘inside-out’’ to ‘‘outside-in’’ reversal. Neither
does this mutation result in the random scattering of cells
that is observed for the dentate granule cells. Instead
pyramidal cells are sorted, according to their time of
generation, into two, more or less distinct, sublayers
(Fig. 3a–e; Caviness 1973; Stanfield and Cowan 1979a, b;
Deller et al. 1999; Coulin et al. 2001). Early born cells
concentrate in a layer close to the alveus. This layer is
separated by a cell-sparse zone from a layer formed by lately
born cells closer to the obliterated hippocampal fissure.
Fig. 3 a Hippocampus of a mouse carrying the Relnorl reelin
mutation. b Two distinct cell layers and deep cell clusters in the
septal mid-proximodistal CA1 of a Relnorl mouse. c At more temporal
levels packing densities and cell sizes in the two CA1 layers resemble
those in normal laboratory mice. d CA1 pyramidal cells in Relnorl
mouse retain their neurochemical identity with regard to calbindin,
with only the younger, now deep pyramids showing moderate
calbindin immunoreactivity. e The two CA1 layers of Relnorl mice do
not show appreciable differences in their parvalbumin immunoreac-
tivity. f Zbtb20 (green) in C57Bl/6 mouse superficial pyramidal cells
and Sox5 (red) in deep pyramidal cells. g Scattered deep pyramidal
cells in distal CA3 of the Chincilla do not receive mossy fiber input
close to their soma. h Scattered deep pyramidal cells in distal CA3 of
the fox. Scalebars a 0.5 mm, b–h 50 lm. The original of f was kindly
provided by Prof. Niels A. Jensen (Nielsen et al. 2010, with
permission of Oxford University Press)
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A similar segregation of pyramidal cells has been
observed in mice homozygous for the scrambler mutation
of the Dab1 gene (Gonza´les et al. 1997; Ohshima et al.
2001), which presumably acts downstream of the reeler
gene in laminar development, and in mice heterozygous for
a disruption of the Lis1 gene (Hirotsune et al. 1998), which
codes for the b subunit of platelet-activating factor acet-
ylhydrolase. A layering of CA1 is also seen in doublecor-
tin(Dcx)/Dcx-like kinase mutant mice (Deuel et al. 2006),
which lack these microtubule-associated proteins required
for normal cortical and hippocampal development. Lami-
nation is more severely disturbed in double heterozygous
Dcx/Lis1 knockout mice, which show a multi-layered dis-
tribution of CA1 pyramidal cells (Pramparo et al. 2010).
Notably, the ablation of both p35, an activator of cyclin-
dependent kinase 5, and reelin results in a homogenous
distribution of cells in stratum oriens and the pyramidal cell
layer (Ohshima et al. 2001). While morphological changes
extend beyond CA1, the pattern within CA1 at least
resembles that seen in microchiropteran bats and primates.
The different migratory capabilities of neurons in
knockout mice or mice carrying natural mutations may be
caused by cell-intrinsic factors other than the primary
mutation, which should affect all pyramidal cells. Alter-
natively, extrinsic factors, such as spatial barriers set up by
ingrowing afferents (Ishida et al. 1994; Deller et al. 1999),
may be responsible. Cell-intrinsic factors would per se
distinguish the two populations. Extrinsic factors will, in a
structure in which the laminar specificity of afferents is the
most characteristic feature, distinguish the two populations
functionally. Either way, to maintain the concept of
homogeneity of the pyramidal cell layer becomes a more
complex task. Furthermore, the aggregation of superficial
CA1 pyramidal cell depends on their developmental
expression of Zbtb20 (Fig. 3f), a member of the BTB/POZ
zinc finger family (Mitchelmore et al. 2002), without which
CA1 develops a cortex-like structure (Xie et al. 2010).
Misexpression of Zbtb20 in extrahippocampal neurons
results in the aggregation of cells of the upper layers of
adjacent subicular fields in a compact CA1-like superficial
layer (Nielsen et al. 2007, 2010). Zbtb20 is co-expressed
with Satb2 (Nielsen et al. 2010; Xie et al. 2010), which is
also required for the development of superficial neocortical
layers (Britanova et al. 2008). Also, Zbtb20 expression is
mutually exclusive with the expression of Sox5 (Fig. 3f),
which in the neocortex is necessary for the speciation of
deep corticofugal neurons (Lai et al. 2008).
CA3
Natural mutations of common laboratory species that
resolve different sublayers in CA3 as strikingly as in CA1 are
not known. Although sublayers are visible in illustrations of
CA3 of scrambler mice (Gonza´les et al. 1997, their fig-
ure 3c) it has not been described whether this pattern is
consistent. Milder lamination changes are present in BALB/
c, dreher mice, and weaver mice (Vaughn et al. 1977;
Nowakowski 1984; Nowakowski and Davis 1985; Sekiguchi
et al. 1992, 1995) and appear to affect neurons differentially
according to their time of generation (Vaughn et al. 1977).
More recently, a lamination defect has been described in
CA3 and, to a lesser extent, in CA1 of mice carrying a
targeted mutation in the Dcx gene (Corbo et al. 2002;
Nosten-Bertrand et al. 2008; Kappeler et al. 2007). In these
mice, ectopic CA3 pyramidal cells can be found in both
stratum oriens and radiatum and may give short segments
of CA3 a bilaminar appearance. A similar phenotype has
been observed in knock-out mice deficient in p35 (Ohshi-
ma et al. 2005) and Lis1 mutant mice (Wang and Baraban
2008). A bilaminar proximal CA3 pyramidal cell layer and
ectopic clusters of pyramidal cells in stratum oriens of
distal CA3 have be found in Fukutin-knockout mice
(Takeda et al. 2003). ‘‘Abnormalities’’ of this type can be
found in distal and temporal CA3 segments of the Chin-
cilla, in which pyramidal-like cells form a second cell tier
in stratum oriens. Notably, at least the proximal dendrites
of these ectopic cells are not targeted by mossy fibers
(Fig. 3g). A loosely packed band of cells also characterizes
stratum oriens of distal CA3 in the fox (Fig. 3h).
CA1 and CA3
CA1 lamination defects in Dcx/Dcx-like kinase double
mutant mice (Deuel et al. 2006) and in a-1 tubulin mutant
mice (Keays et al. 2007) extend into CA3 and appear more
pronounced than those resulting from mutations in p35 or
Dcx alone. Knockdown of the actin-binding protein girdin
or an inhibition of the interaction of girdin with Disrupted-
In-Schizophrenia1 (DISC1) result in appearance of abnor-
mal layers in CA1 and CA3 (Enomoto et al. 2009). While
the Fukutin-knockout alone does not affect lamination
beyond CA3, it may do so in O-mannosyltransferase 2
knockout mice (POMT2, Hu et al. 2011), in which loose
clusters of CA1 pyramidal cell are found beneath a compact
superficial layer not dissimilar to the pattern seen in possum
or mole rat. Last, a distinct bilaminar pyramidal cell layer in
CA1 and CA3 is seen in mice deficient in microtubule-actin
crosslinking factor 1a (Goryunov et al. 2010).
Neurochemistry
At least two substances that are selectively distributed to, in
both cases, superficial pyramidal cells have the potential to
modulate responses of CA1 cells to afferent stimulation or to
modulate the effect that CA1 efferents may have in their
306 Brain Struct Funct (2011) 216:301–317
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target areas—calbindin and zinc. They are discussed in some
detail below. Efforts have been made to rationally define
functional domains along the hippocampal septo-temporal
axis. A number of genes have been identified that may define
such domains (Fanselow and Dong 2010; Dong et al. 2009;
Thompson et al. 2008), and some of them are expressed
preferentially in either superficial or deep pyramidal cells of
both CA1 (e.g. Nov and Nr3c2 in superficial and Ndst4 and
Astn2 in deep septal pyramidal cells) and CA3 (potassium
channel subunit, Kcnq5, in superficial and procollagen gene
Col6a1 and suppressor of tumorigenicity 18, St18, in deep
mid-septotemporal pyramidal cells). Their laminar distri-
butions appear to coincide with those of calbindin and zinc.
Calbindin. The distribution of calbindin immunoreactive
(CaBP-ir) pyramidal cells in CA1 of the rat hippocampus
probably represents the earliest neurochemical evidence for
a radial subdivision of the layer. Throughout most of the
transverse extent of the layer, CaBP-ir pyramidal cells are
located in the cell-dense superficial part, while deeper
pyramidal cells do not contain this protein (Baimbridge and
Miller 1982; Rami et al. 1987b; Sloviter 1989; Celio 1990).
In the septal hippocampus, CaBP-ir pyramidal cells form a
superficial mono- or bilayer above unstained deeper cells
(Fig. 4c; also compare with Fig. 2l, m). Only at the prox-
imal limit of CA1, where CaBP-ir becomes weak superfi-
cially, CaBP-ir appears in some of the deepest pyramidal
cells. The deepest cells are also stained distally, in the
vicinity of the subiculum. Baimbridge et al. (1991) have
shown that there was virtually no overlap in the labeling of
CaBP-negative and CaBP-ir pyramidal cells when animals
were injected with 3H-thymidine on E16 and E18,
respectively. Notably, calbindin expression is apparently
controlled by Zbtb20—being down-regulated in cells in
which the expression of Zbtb20 has been blocked and
appearing in deep pyramidal cells as the expression of
Zbtb20 is induced in these cells (Nielsen et al. 2010).
Despite their change in location, pyramidal cells in CA1 of
reeler mice retain their identities with regard to calbindin
expression, which is strongest in the deep sublayer but
weak or absent in superficial cells (Fig. 3d).
Fig. 4 Calbindin-immunoreactive (CaBP-ir) and green-fluorescent
protein expressing pyramidal cells in a the septal CA1 and b the distal
mid-septotemporal CA1 of thy1-GFP (M line) transgenic mice.
c CaBP-ir CA1 pyramidal cells in septal CA1 of Wistar rat. Some of
the voids left by unstained deep cells are marked with an asterisk.
d Zinc-containing pyramidal cells in mid-septotemporal, mid-prox-
imodistal CA1 of Wistar-Kyoto rat. e CaBP-ir CA1 pyramidal cells in
temporal one-half of th fox CA1. Lightly CaBP-ir superficial cells are
separated from a tier of strongly CaBP-ir, large deep pyramids by
virtually unstained cells. f Cells in the septal three-quarters of the
elephant shrew CA1 pyramidal cell layer (delimited by open arrows)
are completely unstained. The filled arrow marks the boundary
between stratum radiatum and stratum lacunosum-moleculare.
g CaBP-ir deep CA1 pyramidal cells in the temporal CA1 of the
elephant shrew. h CaBP-ir deep CA3 pyramidal cells in naked mole
rats, mf: CaBP-ir mossy fibers. Scalebars a, c and d 20 lm; b, g and
h 50 lm; e and f 100 lm
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The distribution of calbindin in the primate hippocam-
pus, taking into account differences in histoarchitecture,
corresponds to the pattern observed in the rat (Seress et al.
1991). The number of CaBP-ir CA1 pyramidal cells and
the intensity of the reaction observed in different primate
species is, however, variable. In African green monkeys
(Chlorocebus aethiops), only a few, weakly reacting cells
are seen, which show a prevalence for the upper half of the
pyramidal cell layer (Leranth and Ribak 1991). In Rhesus
monkeys (Macaca mulatta) many CA1 pyramidal cells are
immunoreactive (Seress et al. 1991). In this species, a
preference for a specific (superficial) location within the
pyramidal cell layer is only shown by strongly CaBP-ir
cells (Seress et al. 1991, their Figure 2). In the baboon
(Papio papio), virtually all CA1 pyramidal cells have been
reported to contain calbindin (Sloviter et al. 1991). Cal-
bindin also marks a subpopulation of human CA1 pyra-
midal cells (Seress et al. 1992, 1993), which are distributed
similarly to those in other primates.
Possibly extending the sparse presence of very deep
CaBP-ir pyramidal cells in mice, a distinct third band of
CaBP-ir pyramidal cells is present in dogs at the deep border
of the cell layer (Hof et al. 1996) in addition to the superficial
tier. We observed a similar pattern in the fox, in which the
number of deep CaBP-ir pyramidal cells increased towards
the temporal pole of the hippocampus while immunoreac-
tivity in superficial cells gradually decreased (Fig. 4e).
Of those species in which there are no appreciable radial
differences in cell-density in the CA1 pyramidal cell layer,
data on the distribution of CaBP-ir is only available for the
guinea pig and rabbit (Rami et al. 1987b; de Jong et al. 1996).
CaBP-ir pyramidal cells were not reported in these species.
CaBP-ir pyramidal cells are also absent from much of CA1
of elephant shrews (Fig. 4f). However, a change is seen in
approximately the temporal one quarter of CA1, in which
CaBP-negative superficial pyramidal cells are supplemented
by a band of strongly CaBP-ir deep pyramids (Fig. 4g).
Interestingly, green fluorescent protein (GFP) in thy1-
GFP (M line) transgenic mice is expressed in a calbindin-
negative subset of CA1 pyramidal cells both in septal
(Fig. 4a) and temporal (Fig. 4b) CA1. Although the reason
for this selective expression is not clear, the possibilities
that have been raised suggest a relation between the labeled
cells in terms of either normal thy1 expression or a dif-
ferential cell type- or layer-specific recognition by tran-
scription factors at the site of transgene integration (Feng
et al. 2000) and imply a functional differentiation between
expressing and non-expressing cells.
Zinc. Zinc, located in the synaptic vesicles of a subset of
telencephalic boutons, was identified as the endogenous
substrate of Timm’s sulphide silver methods, which has
frequently been used to illustrate hippocampal layers. Like
CaBP-ir cells, zinc-containing neurons exhibit a striking
preference for sublayers along the radial axis of the pyra-
midal cell layer in the rat and mouse (Slomianka and
Geneser 1991, 1997; Slomianka 1992). They form a den-
sely packed superficial band within the pyramidal cell layer
of CA1 throughout the septotemporal extent of the hippo-
campus in both species (rat: Figs 4c and 5a). Zinc-con-
taining neurons rendered visible in macaque monkey CA1
by retrograde selenite tracing from the inferotemporal
cortex are also located in the superficial part of the pyra-
midal cell layer (Ichinohe and Rockland 2005). The
localization of zinc-containing cells in CA1 suggests a
colocalization of calbindin and zinc in these cells. CaBP-ir
CA1 pyramidal cells were indeed found to be zinc-con-
taining neurons and vice versa (compare Fig. 4c and d,
described in detail in Slomianka et al. 1997). Also, the
developmental expression of calbindin-immunoreactivity
and the ability to label CA1 pyramidal cells (or dentate
granule cells) for zinc appear to coincide temporally (Rami
et al. 1987a; Baimbridge 1992; Slomianka and Geneser
1997), which may indicate that the specific cellular prop-
erties that depend on the presence of calbindin and zinc
become functionally important within the same period of
postnatal development.
In CA3 of the rat, zinc-containing neurons are scattered
along the route of migration of lately formed pyramidal
cells, deep to a compact layer of superficial CA3 pyramids
(Fig. 5b, c). Their distribution is somewhat more extensive
in CA3 of mice, comprising a larger portion of lately
formed CA3 pyramids (Slomianka and Geneser 1997).
Calbindin is not found in CA3 pyramidal cells of any
commonly used laboratory species or in those of the
majority of species we have examined. However, in naked
mole rats (Heterocephalus glaber) a striking band of
strongly calbindin-immunoreactive pyramidal cells is found
at the deep limit of the CA3 pyramidal cell layer (Fig. 4h).
Although the localization of calbindin shows bewilder-
ing variations, it remains, when expressed, a marker with
laminar specificity. Phylogenetic variability and laminar
specificity also characterize this protein in the neocortex
(Hof et al. 1999). Possible physiological correlates of dif-
ferences in the expression of calbindin and zinc are dis-
cussed below.
Connectivity
Efferent connections
The differential expression of Satb2 and Sox5 in CA1
pyramidal cells, which specify efferent connectivity by
their interactions with other transcription factors in the
neocortex (Britanova et al. 2008; Leone et al. 2008),
implies differences in the connectivity of deep and
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superficial pyramidal cells. A number of retrograde tracing
studies in rodents and primates have indeed shown a
preference of labeled pyramidal cells to be located either
deep or superficially in the cell layer. These include the
hippocampo-septal projection (Chronister and DeFrance
1979; see also below), projections from deep CA1 pyra-
midal cells to the nucleus accumbens (McGeorge and Faull
1989), medial prefrontal (Barbas and Blatt 1995; Insausti
and Mun˜oz 2001; Roberts et al. 2007) and orbitofrontal
cortices (Cavada et al. 2000), and projections from super-
ficial CA1 pyramidal cells to the medial temporal cortex
(Yukie 2000; Insausti and Mun˜oz 2001). In a study of
hippocampo-septal connections (Sørensen et al. 1993) we
found that projections to the septum originate from zinc-
containing as well as zinc-negative pyramidal cells of
much of CA1 while septal projections originate primarily
from zinc-negative deep pyramidal cells in extreme prox-
imal CA1 (Fig. 5a), a part of the layer that is likely to
correspond to CA2. More strikingly, zinc-containing dee-
ply situated cells in CA3 project almost exclusively to the
ipsilateral septum while zinc-negative superficial pyrami-
dal cells have strong bilateral septal connections (Fig. 5b,
c). In a study of the zinc-containing afferent circuitry of the
striatum (Sørensen et al. 1995) we observed that CA1
pyramidal cells projecting to the ventral striatum/nucleus
accumbens are found among the zinc-negative deep pyra-
midal cells (Fig. 5d).
Based on multiple injections of different tracers,
Swanson et al. (1980) proposed that CA3 pyramidal cells
form a population of neurons, which have virtually iden-
tical efferent projections. Their sections were obtained
from within the septal one-third of CA3, whereas zinc-
containing cells are mainly located within the temporal half
of CA3. Even at temporal levels, the estimates made at
septal levels (more than 50% multiple labeling, Swanson
et al. 1980) provide sufficient leeway from ‘‘virtual iden-
tity’’ to accommodate different septal connections of zinc-
containing and zinc-negative pyramidal cells.
Afferent connections
Defining differences in the afferent connectivity of deep
and superficial pyramidal cells would require an identifi-
cation of individual cells postsynaptic to afferents that have
been visualized either by tract tracing procedures or
immunocytochemistry (e.g. Kajiwara et al. 2008). This task
is not easily accomplished, and data on afferent connec-
tions specific to deep or superficial pyramidal cells are
scarcer than on efferent connections. Early evidence con-
cerns local inhibitory afferents as described by Lorente de
No (1934), who states ‘‘… the second reason [to distin-
guish both types of pyramids] is that the superficial and
deep pyramids have a different relation to the pyramidal,
horizontal and polygonal basket cells. The superficial
pyramids are in contact with the end arborizations of
pyramidal, horizontal and polygonal cells. The deep pyra-
mids are chiefly in contact with the polygonal basket cells,
and the deepest have almost no contact with the basket
plexus.’’ Unfortunately, this observation is not being
commented on further in the extensive literature on
inhibitory hippocampal neurons and their targets within
CA1 and CA3 (reviewed in Freund and Buzsa´ki 1996;
Klausberger and Somogyi 2008). With regard to interneu-
rons characterized by the presence of parvalbumin, the
innervation of the two pyramidal cell layers in reeler mice
does not show gross differences (Fig. 3e, Ishida et al.
1994). That inhibitory mechanisms of deep and superficial
pyramidal cells may differ is supported by the selective
Fig. 5 Mid-septotemporal hippocampus of Wistar Kyoto rats, stained
for zinc-containing neurons and fluorescence of the retrograde tracer
fluorogold. a In proximal CA1, predominantly deep zinc-negative
pyramids label after an injection into the ipsilateral lateral septum.
b After a contralateral fluorogold injection into the lateral septum,
deep zinc-containing CA3 pyramids are not labeled, whereas c deep
zinc-containing CA3 pyramids are labeled after an ipsilateral
fluorogold injection into the lateral septum. d Only deep zinc-
negative pyramidal cells in distal CA1 are retrogradely labeled after
an ipsilateral fluorogold injection into the ventral striatum. Scalebars
a–c 50 lm; d 25 lm
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vulnerability of superficial cells to focal injections of low
doses of c-acetylenic GABA (Goodman 1998), an indirect
excitotoxin, which attenuates the formation of kynurenate
and GABA and which produces selective cell death also in
other parts of the hippocampal formation (Wu and Schw-
arcz 1998).
Additional evidence for distinct afferent connections of
superficial and deep CA1 pyramidal cells is provided by
Bannister and Larkman (1995), who showed that, in the rat,
deep pyramidal cells extend less of their dendritic tree into
stratum radiatum than superficial pyramidal cells. A sig-
nificantly higher apical dendritic aborization of superficial
pyramidal cells in comparison with cells located at deeper
levels was also observed in macaque monkeys (Altemus
et al. 2005). In the rat, relative position alone does not
explain this distribution pattern as deep pyramidal cell are
able to extend dendrites into the stratum moleculare to a
similar extent as superficial pyramidal cells (Bannister and
Larkman 1995). Differences in dendritic arborizations
suggest differences in afferent connectivity because intrin-
sic and extrinsic hippocampal afferents show differences in
their predilection to terminate either in the stratum oriens or
the stratum radiatum (van Groen and Wyss 1988). The
precise patterns of distribution also relate to septo-temporal
and proximo-distal relations between the sources of intrin-
sic afferents in CA3 and their targets in CA1 (Ishizuka et al.
1990). While it is unlikely that either deep or superficial
cells are exclusive targets of parts of the intrinsic afferent
circuitry, quantitative differences in the sourcing of affer-
ents from specific septotemporal and proximodistal hippo-
campal levels should exist. Experimental support for this
idea comes from two studies of intrinsic afferents of the
reeler mouse CA1 and the morphology of the pyramidal
cells located in the two cell tiers. Tracings of commissural
fibers by Borrell et al. (1999) show a preference for these
fibers to terminate above the superficial tier of cells. Only
few dendrites of deep pyramidal cells extend into this layer
(Deller et al. 1999), and superficial pyramids should be the
primary targets of these fibers.
In the Guaira spiny rat, which resembles the Parma
wallaby and fox in the histoarchitecture of the pyramidal
cell layer, the dendritic length of pyramidal cells located
within the stratum oriens exceed that of more superficial
pyramidal cells by a factor two (Scorza et al. 2011), sug-
gesting a phylogenetic regulation of not only the sourcing
but also the number of inputs of superficial and deep
pyramids.
Differences in the extent of the dendritic trees of rat
superficial and deep pyramidal cells have also been
described for CA3 (Fitch et al. 1989), however, with a
higher arborization of the dendrites of superficial pyrami-
dal cells both superficial and deep to the pyramidal cell
layer.
Although not directly concerned with the radial posi-
tion of pyramidal cells, the findings of Deguchi et al.
(2011) in mice sparsely expressing GFP also provide
evidence for different intrinsic connections of superficial
and deep pyramidal cells. The authors show that pyra-
midal cell generated during a particular time window in
CA3 preferentially connect with a developmentally mat-
ched set of CA1 pyramids. In addition, the interconnected
cell populations are characterized by distinct gene
expression patterns. The findings were thought to repre-
sent functional streams, which actually begin already in
the dentate gyrus. As the time of pyramidal cells origin
also determines their radial position, superficial and deep
cells should belong to different streams, and it is tempting
to think that the histoarchitectural differentiation of the
pyramidal cell layer is a structural reflection of such
functional streams.
Physiology
Normal physiology
Unless specified otherwise, data mentioned in the fol-
lowing were obtained in laboratory rats or mice. In vitro,
calbindin expression has been found to abolish post-tetanic
potentiation in hippocampal neurons (Chard et al. 1995)
and intracellular calcium antagonizes the NMDA-type
glutamate receptors (Koh and Choi 1994). Considering
the differences in calbindin content and the differential
distribution of deep and superficial pyramidal dendrites
(Bannister and Larkman 1995), one may expect that the
stimulation of basal dendrites would be more efficient in
eliciting NMDA receptor-dependent LTP than the stimu-
lation of apical dendrites. A number of reports indicate
that this is indeed the case (Capocchi et al. 1992; Kaibara
and Leung 1993; Leung and Shen 1995; Arai et al. 1994).
NMDA receptor-independent apical and basal LTP exhi-
bit few if any differences in naive hippocampal slices but
are instead differentially affected by calcium channel
blockers and tyrosine kinase inhibitors (Cavus and Teyler
1998).
A differential responsiveness of cells may also be
reflected in the preferential expression of the immediate
early genes c-Fos and JunB in deep pyramidal cells fol-
lowing context dependent memory retrieval (Strekalova
et al. 2003, their Fig. 2). Also, contextual fear conditioning
and extinction upregulate c-Fos and extracellular signal
regulated kinase (Erk) in distinct populations of CA1
pyramidal cells (Tronson et al. 2009) with seemingly dif-
ferent radial distributions. Two classes of pyramidal cells
could also be defined based on their gamma firing phases
during theta oscillations (Senior et al. 2008), and it was
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suggested that these classes may correspond to deep and
superficial pyramidal cells. Similarly, late depolarizing
postsynaptic potentials in response to commissural or
Schaffer collateral stimulation were observed in only one
(L-type) of two classes of septal CA1 pyramidal cells (Fan
et al. 2005) that have dendritic distributions similar to the
superficial pyramids described by Bannister and Larkman
(1995).
In addition to the regulation of the response character-
istics of cells to afferent stimulation, calbindin may also
influence transmission presynaptically by impeding paired-
pulse facilitation until Ca2?-buffer saturation (Blatow et al.
2003; Dumas et al. 2004). This may distinguish the way in
which deep and superficial CA1 pyramidal cells can affect
their targets. This is also true for zinc, the second neuro-
chemical that distinguishes superficial and deep pyramidal
cells. Zinc affects a vast array of ligand- and voltage-gated
ion channels (Frederickson et al. 2005). Prominent among
zinc effects is a potent modulation of both NMDA and non-
NMDA glutamate receptor function (Paoletti et al. 2009)
through interactions with subunit specific zinc-binding sites
(Paoletti et al. 2000; Rachline et al. 2005). How antago-
nistic effects on NMDA receptors and agonistic effects on
AMPA and kainate receptors translate into models of
hippocampal function will depend on the functional con-
nectivity of the zinc-containing deep CA3 and superficial
CA1 pyramidal cells.
A radial difference in the physiology of guinea pig CA3
pyramidal cells is a preference for burst-type firing cells to
be located in the deep part of the cell layer (Bilkey and
Schwartzkroin 1990). Cells with different firing charac-
teristics may correspond to those distinguished morpho-
logically in rats by Fitch et al. (1989). An earlier study
(Masukawa et al. 1982) reported a preferential location of
these cells in proximal CA3. Overlapping neurogenetic
gradients distributing different pyramidal cells types along
both transverse and radial gradients may explain this
discrepancy.
A study in the Guaira spiny rat is the only one in which
the physiological properties of deep and superficial pyra-
midal cells have been systematically investigated in a CA1
showing a dense superficial layer above a zone of loosely
distributed pyramids that spans much of the stratum oriens
(Scorza et al. 2011). Deep pyramidal cells located in the
stratum oriens showed distinctly higher membrane capac-
itance, latency to fire at threshold and rheobase, but a lower
input resistance and depolarizing sag than superficial
pyramidal cells.
Pathology and pathophysiology
Tabuchi et al. (1995) observed degenerative changes
preferentially in deep CA1 pyramidal cells after short
periods of ischemia in Japanese macaques. A preferential
degeneration of deep CA1 pyramidal cells was also
observed during early postnatal development in rabbits as a
consequence of pilocarpine-induced seizures (Towfighi
et al. 2004). A higher incidence of depolarizing responses
to anoxia has been found in rat deep CA1 pyramidal cells
when compared with superficial cells (Morris et al. 1995).
Differential effects of ischemia on CA1 pyramidal cells of
the L- and non-L-types (Fan et al. 2005) have also been
observed (Ruan et al. 2007).
Some of these observations would be compatible with a
neuroprotective role of calbindin (Scharfman and
Schwartzkroin 1989; Mattson et al. 1991; Guo et al. 1998).
However, superficial pyramidal cells in rabbits do not
contain calbindin, and CA1 pyramidal cells of calbindin-
knockout mice were more resistant to overt ischemia than
their counterparts in wild-type mice (Klapstein et al. 1998).
That additional factors are likely to be involved is sug-
gested by (1) the differential response of deep and super-
ficial rabbit CA1 cells, neither of which contain calbindin
and (2) the survival of both superficial and deep cells in the
calbindin-knockout mice, in which only superficial cells
should be immediately affected.
One, two or more?
Based on this short review we feel that it is very difficult to
maintain the concept of pyramidal cell homogeneity along
the radial axis of the cell layer. Rather it seems that in
many species distinct deep and superficial populations of
pyramidal cells can be identified, which differ in neuro-
chemistry, connectivity, and their reactions to selective
pressures exerted during the phylogeny of particular spe-
cies. Examples of features distinguishing superficial and
deep CA1 pyramidal cells are summarized in Fig. 6. A
similar division of CA3 pyramidal cells may be superim-
posed on stronger proximo-distal gradients.
How many layers should we then recognize? Gene
expression studies, zinc and calbindin suggest that even the
compact pyramidal cell layer of the septal hippocampus
can be divided into two sublayers. Further temporally and
in distal CA1, they appear to be supplemented by a third,
deep sublayer, which again can be characterized by the
presence of calbindin and a distinct gene expression pat-
tern. In some respects these layers reflect principles of
neocortical organization with small superficial cells main-
taining connections to nearby cortical areas, while deep
cells are mainly responsible for long-distance intercortical
and subcortical telencephalic communication. Analogizing
hippocampal and neocortical layers came easy to Schaffer
(1892), who could state that the laminar organization of the
CA fields completely reflected that of ‘‘typical cortex’’, and
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similar views were still expressed by Rose (1926) and
Abbie (1938). Only with Krieg (1946) does ‘‘the subiculum
carr[y] the reduction of layers to its logical conclusion—
only one layer remains’’, which continues compacted into
the hippocampus. The number of layers present is actually
not of primary importance—neither is their degree of
homology to layers in other cortical areas. At issue is an
acknowledgement of layering, which in time may generate
the data necessary to decide on their number and relation to
the cortex.
Distinct output streams or parts of translaminar
functional units?
Deep and superficial pyramidal cells may merely represent
distinct output streams of the hippocampus. However,
beyond differences in cellular phenotypes, cortical lami-
nation implies functional interactions between layers. Are
there interactions between pyramidal cells in the sublayers,
and, if so, how are they mediated? Current evidence sug-
gests that pyramidal-pyramidal cell connections within
CA1 are sparse as compared to neocortical areas or CA3
(Deuchars and Thomson 1996). Tract tracing studies also
suggest weak associational pathways in CA1 (Amaral et al.
1991; Swanson et al. 1978). After some developmental
pruning (Aniksztejn et al. 2001), they are limited to stratum
oriens of the adult rat (Amaral et al. 1991; Tamamaki et al.
1987). A restricted distribution along the longitudinal and
transverse axis of CA1 (Swanson et al. 1978), with axon
branches of a CA1 pyramidal cell most prominent among
its basal dendrites (Tamamaki et al. 1987), suggests pri-
marily local, patch-like associational interactions, which
may help create local cellular ensembles of the type
described by, e.g., Eichenbaum et al. (1989) or Nakamura
et al. (2010).
An alternate way of local interactions may be the local
dendritic or somatic electrotonic coupling of pyramidal
cells (Andrew et al. 1982; Nu´n˜ez et al. 1990; Baimbridge
et al. 1991; Mercer et al. 2006), which has been a matter of
discussion ever since its first description (Knowles et al.
1982; Bennett and Pereda 2006). In a more recent incar-
nation, evidence for axo-axonal coupling of cells has also
been presented (Schmitz et al. 2001). Of note are evidence
for an activity-dependent incidence of coupling (Perez-
Velazquez et al. 1994; Church and Baimbridge 1991; Perez
Velazquez and Carlen 2000) and the participation of both
superficial and deep cells in coupled groups, which did lead
Baimbridge et al. (1991) to suggest that they represent a
functional unit. An activity/state-dependent coupling of
distinct output streams seems possible. Proximity is a key
determinant in the likelihood of two cells to be connected,
and the degree to which pyramidal cells condense into a
compact layer may regulate this type of interaction
phylogenetically.
Where to go next
An immediate step forward would be to go back to existing
data. During our review, we have occasionally seen illus-
trations that suggest layers within CA1 or CA3, but that
without support in writing remained inconclusive. Since
expectation may tint perception, reviewing existing data
for evidence of sublayers may be worthwhile. The array of
natural mutations and transgenic mice that exhibit lami-
nation ‘‘defects’’ may facilitate the definition of the ana-
tomical and physiological phenotypes of deep and
superficial pyramidal cells. The selective expression of
GFP in a subset of pyramidal cells that belongs to a neu-
rochemically defined group in thy1-GFP (M line) or in
other sparsely GFP expressing mouse lines offer direct
access to the characterization of their physiological and
connective properties in comparison with non-expressing
cells using the approaches outline by Kajiwara et al. (2008)
and used so effectively by Deguchi et al. (2011). The
Fig. 6 Examples of particularly interesting histoarchitectural, con-
nectional, neurochemical and pathological findings that distinguish
superficial and deep pyramidal cells of CA1. The cell layer has been
drawn to resemble the different appearances of the layer along both
the septotemporal and proximodistal axis in mouse and rat. In other
species much of CA1 is dominated by a histoarchitectural phenotype
that encompasses only a narrow segment of the variations seen in rat
and mouse
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selective ablation of superficial pyramidal cells with c-
acetylenic GABA may help to define the functional
importance of the two cell populations.
The concept of a radial subdivision of the hippocampal
pyramidal cell layer is rarely consciously considered in
anatomical studies of the hippocampus, and it is, to our
knowledge, not part of any computational model of hip-
pocampal function. The understanding of neocortical
function depends critically upon an understanding of
laminar cortical organization with specific afferents ter-
minating in specific layers, information being routed in
specific ways between layers, efferent pathways origi-
nating in specific layers, etc. An appreciation of a radial
laminar organization within the classically identified
subfields of the hippocampus may contribute to our
understanding of hippocampal function(s) to a similar
extent.
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